
Code Compliance Matrix 

Address: 

590 South Fair Oaks Ae 

AIN: 

5720-001-001, -002, -003, -004 and -005 

Zoning Designation: 

IG-SP-2 (Industrial General, South Fair Oaks Specific Plan) 

General Plan Designation: 

High Mixed-Use (0.0-3.0 FAR, 0-87 dwelling units per acre) 

Develop. Standards: Code Req. Proposed Meets Code 

Floor Area Ratio NA 99,996 sq. ft. Yes 

Gross Lot Size: NA 42,090 sq. ft. Yes 

Setbacks: 

Fair Oaks Ave: None 6’ Yes 

California Blvd: None 2’ Yes 

Rear (south): None 40’ Yes 

Side (east): None 35’ Yes 

Height 

Overall Height: 62’ 62’ Yes 

Appurtenance Height 
(not covering more 
than 25% of roof 
area) 

77’ 74’ – 24% roof of area Yes 

Open Space 

Minimum Size: 300 sq. ft. 14,000 sq. ft. Yes 

Minimum Dimension: 15’-0” in each direction 15’-0” in each direction Yes 

Number of Driveways 

Fair Oaks Avenue Maximum 2 1 Yes 

California Blvd. Maximum 1 0 Yes 

Parking 

Number 304 212 Yes* 

Type/Location 
At-grade parking must be 

located toward rear of 
property 

Within two levels of 
subterranean parking Yes 

Loading 

Number 2 2 Yes 

Size 
1 - 12’ x 30’ 
2 - 10’ x 20’ 

1 - 12’ x 30’ 
2 - 10’ x 20’ 

Yes 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Located on a critical corner in the heart of the medical and research district, this 
project exemplifies the design intention of The South Fair Oaks Specific Plan. 
The proposed design joins recent examples of three and four story high quality 
buildings with its clean lines and modern materiality to deliver a building that 
fits responds to the Pasadena climate while enhancing the existing conditions 
and providing a healthy, sustainable and state of the art facility.

The site is highly visible from Fair Oaks and California on three sides and each 
elevation is intended to respond to views to and from the site as well as it’s solar 
orientation.  Passive solar control is provided through  delicate exterior louvers 
that reduce solar gain and maximize interior occupant comfort and building 
transparency. 

The  exterior of the building proposes an anodized metal finish that produces a 
sheen to add sparkle, elegance, and brightness to the building’s expression along 
with durability and ease of maintenance. The tripartite expression of Pasadena’s 
"base, middle and top" vernacular has been translated into an architectural 
ribbon that encircles the building creating  ground level entry canopy’s, mid-
body transitions and strong but elegant roofline expression. 

The building is proposing a generous and welcoming ground level lobby that 
extends fully from a west facing entry along Fair Oaks through to an east facing 
entry drop off plaza off of Edmonson Alley. The drop off plaza is part of a larger 
strategy of expanding the experience and vibrancy of Edmonson Alley through a 
high quality public space that provides a safe and controlled drop off and pick up 
area for building users immediately adjacent to the main entrance of the building. 
The plaza wraps around the south facade of the building to provide a cross block 
through connection, bicycle parking, loading area and outdoor seating.

The building mass and height provides internal planning flexibility and meets 
the functional  and spatial requirements of its anticipated use to future proof 
the building for its long term relevance and sustainability as a state of the art 
facility.

View of building looking northeast from Fair Oaks Ave
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QUESTION 1

How does the proposed building relate to its site and to its neighbors in terms of setbacks, height, massing, scale, 
frontage, materiality, open space, landscape, solar orientation, and topography? 

Setbacks and Topography

The building is located on a critical corner of the medical, research and development corridor within The 
South Fair Oaks Specific Plan area. The recent buildings in this area are forward looking, three and four story 
structures with clean lines and modern materials.  The site is visible from Fair Oaks and California on three 
sides and each elevation is intended to respond to views to and from the site as well as it’s solar orientation. 
The eastern elevation will face Edmondson Alley.  

The building design is responsive to these views with a north/south orientation that anchors the northwest 
corner of E California Blvd and Fair Oaks Ave and meets or exceeds the 15’-0" building setback along Fair 
Oaks Ave, the 12’-0" building setback along E California Blvd, the 11’-0" building setback along Edmondson 
Alley and the 0’-0" building setback to the adjacent property to the south. These setbacks are consistent 
with the existing neighboring context. 

The highest elevation of the existing site is at the corner of E California and Fair Oaks Ave. The site grade 
falls away approximately 2’-0" in elevation to the south along Fair Oaks Ave and 2’-0" in elevation to the east 
along E California Blvd and additional 2’-0" to the south along Edmondson Alley. The total grade difference 
diagonally across the site is 4’-0".

Height, Massing and Scale

The building design is proposing a height of 62’-0" to accommodate the functional floor to floor requirements 
of its’ anticipated tenant use along with a generous and welcoming ground floor entry experience. The 
proposed building length along Fair Oaks Ave is is approximately 1/3 the length of the Huntington Pavilion 
building directly across the street to the west. The north-south orientation of the building at the northwest 
corner of E California Blvd and Fair Oaks Ave reduces the physical impact of the building along E California 
Blvd. 

The western position of the building mass on the site visually widens the entry to Edmondson Alley 
improving traffic and pedestrian safety and reducing the physical scale to the adjacent, older and lower 
scale commercial buildings to the east of the Alley. When complete, the proposed height and massing will 
complete a corridor of compatible building heights. "Simple building massing" and scale along either side 
of Fair Oaks Blvd from Fillmore Avenue north toward E California Blvd will form a gateway to E California Blvd.
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Frontage

The proposed building design utilizes approximately 80% of the available site frontage along E California 
Blvd and Fair Oaks Avenue. This reduced frontage contrasts with the neighboring context that utilizes 
approximately 100% of its available frontage. The remaining 20% of the available frontage has been 
allocated to high quality public realm including a public circulation space around the building making 
the site fully accessible and permeable on all sides and allowing for "through block crossings" between 
Fair Oaks Avenue and Edmondson Alley.

To maintain the pedestrian oriented character of the project, all parking has been located below grade 
with driveway and ramp access being located on the southern "rear" property line to minimize impact 
to the public realm and street frontage. 

Solar Orientation, Open Space and Landscape

The proposed building’s north-south orientation maximizes solar access to the site by placing the 
public open space on the east and south of the building where solar access is greatest during daytime 
hours. It also minimizes the impact of shadowing on the public realm by shifting shadowed site area to 
vehicular streets and allow full solar access to the pedestrian oriented public open space. 

The public open space is proposed to be a high quality and fully accessible plaza environment supported 
by upgraded and textured surfaces and a significant investment in a ground level "landscape buffer".  

The landscaping encircles all four sides of the building perimeter and culminates in two living landscape 
walls that create "street front nodes" and visually announce the building’s entries on the east and west 
building facades. The open space is purposely located to be seen and serve the public but also provide 
a space for those waiting for pick-up adjacent to the alley drop off area and near the main entrance to 
the building

The landscape design is fully integrated into the design of the building as a contributing layer that 
extends the architectural rigor of the ribbon to a landscape language.

Below Grade 
Parking Access
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Materiality

The existing site context contains new construction with anodized aluminum storefront and metal 
cladding accents as well as a handful of older adapted red brick buildings (Fig. 1 + 2). The glazing of 
the existing context buildings is generally dark in color and employs the use of additive fabric canopy 
shades for solar control. The result is a matte finished and neutrally toned context with limited outward 
expression and connectivity. 

The proposed building design enhances this context with a commitment to greater transparency and 
connectivity to the urban environment through a priority of clear glazing spanning between a warm 
toned champagne ribbon. The ribbon encircles all sides of the building and creates an ever-changing 
building expression on each elevation. To shade the glazing and reduce reliance on internal solar control 
a finer grain external shading louver system is proposed which adds further depth and detail to the 
exterior facade and ensures functional transparency is achieved.

QUESTION 2

If the proposed building is immediately adjacent to a lower-density zone, what measures have been employed to 
ensure that the proposed building is appropriate to, and not a visual nuisance to, existing, smaller scale buildings 
in the lower-density zone?

The proposed building is located withing the IG - General Industrial district. The properties immediately 
adjacent to the west and east of the project site are also zoned IG – General Industrial. The properties 
immediately to the north of the project site are designated as Central District CD-6 - Arroyo Corridor/
Fair Oaks.  (Fig. 4)

The CD-6 designation is intended to provide a diverse mix of land uses designed to create the primary 
business, financial, retailing, and government center of the City. It emphasizes the concept of a higher 
density, mixed-use environment that will support transit- and pedestrian-oriented mobility strategies. 
The proposed building is compatible and consistent with the existing zoning, density and use of all 
properties immediately adjacent to the project site.

SITE

Fig. 4

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Fig. 1
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QUESTION 3

What style has been chosen for the proposed building and why? 

A modernist architectural style characterized by a clean lines and a strong roofline has been proposed 
for the building design to create an elegant and timeless building expression that will endure and 
contribute to the urban fabric of the site. The modernist style provides a clean and simple appearance  
that facilitates an internal planning flexibility to support the sustainability and adaptability of the 
building over time. 

QUESTION 4

 What is the design concept or architectural logic of the design presented? 
 
 
The architectural concept for this project is to encircle and unify the building with an architectural 
"ribbon" that unifies the building into a single conceptual idea that expands the depth of the facade 
and guides the eye around the building to experience an ever changing expression. 
(Fig. 2 + 3)

The ribbon rises and falls across the facade, deepening and translating into lower level "canopies" to 
identify entries and shading upper level terraces as a significant contributor to the unique "roof form" 
expression. 

To further enhance the gesture of the ribbon, accent lighting on the exterior of the building is planned 
to punctuate the fluid movement of the ribbon and key transitions. (Fig. 4 + 5)

The ribbon is separated by a simple and modular plane of transparent clear glazing screened by delicate 
solar louver screens on the east, south and west facades. The glazing mullions are set on a repetitive 5’-
0" module to embed future internal planning flexibility and supported by a 30" silicone glazed spandrel 
panel at the floor level to deemphasize the physical presence of the glazing as a secondary layer behind 
the ribbon. The ground level and north facade are left fully exposed to improve the transparency and 
lightness of the building to the urban context.

Presentation Name8 smithgroup.com Presentation Name8 smithgroup.com

Fig. 4,5

Fig. 2,3

Fig. 1
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QUESTION 5 + 6

What materials and finishes are proposed and how will they be they be employed to express the permanence of the 
building and to reinforce the design concept? 

What makes the proposed building particular to Pasadena? How does it contribute and respond to Pasadena’s 
architectural legacy and climate? 
 
The proposed building is located in the heart of the medical research center and is intended to reflect 
a forward looking, healthy, sustainable and airy appearance. The primary material and finish of 
the building is a palette of anodized metal panels, mullion caps, flashings, louvers, and trims. The 
champagne metallic finish was chosen for the general warmth of its color and for its ability to range in 
color between a warm white, golden, and silver depending on the brightness and time of day. 

The proposed design echoes Pasadena’s latest and emerging architectural context of high quality 
design. The anodic finish of the metal produces a sheen that together with the reflection of the clear 
adds sparkle, elegance, and brightness to the building’s expression. The metallic finish of the cladding 
was also selected for its durability and ease of maintenance. 

The proposed design also supports Pasadena’s unique legacy of Alley development by locating its’ 
primary entrance directly off of Edmondson Alley as an active "street front node". The position of the 
building on the western property line adjacent to Fair Oaks provides an enhanced drop off and public 
space further expanding the Alley experience and vibrancy. 

In response to Pasadena’s climate, the ribbon expands the depth of the facade to provide a passive 
shading strategy. Complemented by an infill of fine grained solar louvers the shaded exterior prevents 
solar heat gain, reduces energy consumption and presents a high quality design experience that is 
consistent with the most successful and recent examples of architectural design in Pasadena.

Finally, the tripartite expression of Pasadena’s "base, middle and top" vernacular has been translated 
into the ribbon expression by creating ground level entry canopy’s, mid-body transitions and strong 
but elegant roofline expression. 

QUESTION 7

If the proposed building is adjacent to a designated or eligible historic resource, what measures have been 
employed to ensure that the proposed building responds to, or enhances, the historic resource? 

This question is not applicable to this project application.
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QUESTION 8

What green building measures, including passive environmental control strategies and/or active environmental control 
systems, does the building incorporate into its design?

The proposed project replaces an existing full block surface parking lot and older, inefficient buildings with 
a new construction meeting all local and state sustainability requirements. The project will be LEED Gold 
certifiable and includes the following sustainable design strategies:

 Electric car charging stations in the below grade parking garage

 New drought tolerant landscaping, trees and green roofs with water efficient irrigation systems.

 Recycling stations and collection areas

 Meet or exceed 2019 Title 24 Efficiency Standards through energy modelling

 Transit oriented development located within 0.17 miles of the MetroGold Line Fillmore and numerous  
 bus lines along Fair Oaks Blvd

 The project will de-couple the parking and separate the cost of parking charge parking from the TI   
 leasing fee. 

 The project will employ the use of exterior solar shading to reduce thermal gain within the building and  
 create a more comfortable interior environment that relies less on climate control and interior window  
 shades. This will result in a more controlled, intentional and visually transparent building exterior.

 The project design employs the use of a green roof over the ground level service building to increase  
 the permeable landscaped area of the site and enhance the view from the interior of the building and  
 future neighboring buildings.
 
 The investment in extensive perimeter glazing improves the health and well being of the occupants by  
 providing a constant connection to the exterior environment and views. 

 Two exterior terraces have been integrated into the design on the 4th floor as an amenity for the   
 occupants. Shaded by a solar trellis and complimented by tree planters the terraces take advantage of  
 high views and access key corners of the building.
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Original entitlements submission concept Exploration of facade panelization.
Deemed visually heavy and lacked "base, 
middle, top"

Introduction of strong roofline, middle and 
base. 
Concern over mid century aesthetic

Breakdown of facade below roofline to provide 
more variety of expression. 
Limited interior planning flexibility.

Refinement of "ribbon" to re-engage roof as 
integral part of design concept
Preferred foundation of current design.

Lightening of roofline and introduction of solar 
shading and pattern. Material palette presents 
maintenance and contextural concerns

Introduction of warmer exterior palatte Refinement of exterior material palette and 
finish color

* Proposed design concept balances clarity of 
design concept expression, refined exterior 
shading strategy and warmth of materiality

FAIR OAKS MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING 
DESIGN EVOLUTION
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View from the corner of Edmondson Alley and E California Blvd looking southwest

An exterior amenity terrace is positioned at the northeast corner of the fourth floor and establishes 
the legibility of the expressed roofline. The open roof allows light to wash the sides of the slats and 

create a brighter roofline soffit than if it were solid. The open and transparent ground floor will 
activate the building facade along California Blvd with two prominent corners.
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North Elevation along E California Blvd

The extension of the ribbon establishes a landscaped base for the building, enhancing the street edge 
and providing an improved sense of safety to the ground floor of the building which is set 2’ below 

the existing adjacent sidewalk. The north facade does not require exterior solar shading so maximum 
transparency is achieved and provides clear views of the mountains beyond. 
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View from corner of E California Blvd and Fair Oaks Ave

The northwest corner of the ground floor has been left open to allow for a highly visible interior fit out. 
The ground floor is set two feet below the adjacent sidewalk so the surrounding landscape planter ribbon 

provides an improved sense of safety at the high traffic corner. The flow of the ribbon reaching from 
the north and south ends of the building announce the building entry which is further punctuated by a 

canopy that extends fully through the width of the building to the eastern building entry.
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West Elevation facing Fair Oaks Ave

The flow of the ribbon encircles the building and gesture towards the building entries on the east and 
west elevations. The building entry canopy extends completely from one side of the building to the other, 

creating a generous and welcoming lobby experience. The upper levels of the building ribbon contain 
fine grained exterior solar louvers the reduce solar gain into the building for a more comfortable interior 

environment and a visually controlled exterior expression.
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View of building looking northeast from Fair Oaks Ave

The southwest corner of the building is highlighted by a second exterior amenity terrace at the fourth floor 
of the building. The recessed terrace retracts to reveal open slat shading that brightens the highly visible 

corner as seen from south Fair Oaks. A cantilevered glass railing is proposed and is set back three feet from 
the edge of the building ribbon.  The ramp leading to the below grade parking garage is surrounded by a 

trailing landscape planter to enhance the adjacent outdoor terrace and daily entry experience.
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South Elevation

An exterior amenity terrace is planned at the eastern end of the parking garage ramp. The fine grained solar 
louvers extend around the east, west and southern elevations of the building maintaining a controlled 

and composed exterior expression rather than using interior shading systems that can create a visually 
uncontrolled building expression.
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High view of building looking north over green roof of service building from Edmondson Alley

The adjacent service building is proposed to have a green roof to improve the landscaped area of the site 
and the view from the interior of the building. The ground level landscape ribbon extends around the entire 

perimeter of the building culminating in two green walls signalling the entries to the building.
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East Elevation facing Edmondson Alley

The fine grain of the exterior solar louvers compliments the thicker ribbon and will create a soft flow 
eminating from the interior of the building in the evening.  The eastern entry is directly adjacent to the 

parallel drop off area along Emondson Alley. Bicycle parking and exterior benches support alternative 
transportation, car share services and assistive transportation.
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